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Abstract: The present study aims at investigating the effect of immediate grammar tests on the
improvement of Iranian pre university students’ final exam achievement. 60 pre university
students studying at Shahed high school in Malayer, Iran were chosen for the study. They were
assigned to one control and one experimental group with 31 students in the experimental group
and 29 students in the control group. Four grammatical points were taught during three months
to both groups with the same method predetermined at schools except for the fact that subjects in
the experimental group were also given immediate grammar tests and were asked to answer
them immediately after teaching. The instrument used in this study was multiple choice tests (as
pre, immediate and post tests). Paired and independent sample t- tests were used to answer the
research question. Results indicated a significant improvement in the scores of the subjects in the
experimental group. In the end, some pedagogical implications were given.
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Background
Language testing as a methodology for investigating language ability comes from a long
and honorable tradition of practical teaching and learning needs. Being central to language
teaching, it provides goals for language teaching and it monitors for both teachers’ and learners’
success in reaching these goals. Language testing also provides a methodology for experiment
and investigating both language teaching and language learning/acquisition.
Perhaps the most common use of language tests is to pinpoint strengths and weaknesses in
the learned abilities of the students. Another important use of language tests is the decision of
who should be allowed to participate in a particular program of instruction (Henning 1987).
Based on Farhady et al. (1996), tests are applied to make decisions about people’s lives.
Therefore, fair decisions will be impossible if tests do not provide accurate information. On the
other hand, specific samples of behavior can be obtained by tests which distinguish it from other
types of measurement (Mousavi, 1999). Overall, any technique and procedures to assess and
measure a factor or some ability is called a test.
In many circumstances, tests are given infrequently and are generally perceived as a
bother by faculty and students alike. We shouldn’t neglect the importance of testing. To state an
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obvious point, if students know they will be tested regularly, they will study more and will space
their studying throughout the semester rather than concentrating it just before exams (Banger–
Downs, Kulik, 1991; leeming, 2002).
However, more important for present purposes, testing has a powerful position effect on
future retention. If students are tested on material and successfully recall or organize it, they will
remember it better in the future than if they had not been tested this phenomenon, called the
testing effect, has been studied over a long period of time, (e.g., Gates, 1917), but is not well
known outside cognition psychology. The importance of testing in education makes it an
important topic of continuing research. As technology education evolves to emphasize more
cognitive learning, the time devoted to testing and the effects of testing will become increasingly
important. Most of the research on testing which has been reported in recent years has concerned
standardized tests (Bridgeford, Conklin, and Stiggins, 1986). Most of the evaluation done in
schools, however, is done with teacher – made tests (Haynie, 1983, 1991, 1992; Mehren, 1987;
Mehren & Lehmann, 1987; Newman & Stallings ,1982 ). The available findings on the quality
of teacher – made tests cast some doubt on the ability of teachers to perform evaluation
effectively (Burdin, 1982; Carter, 1984, Fleming and Chambers, 1983; Gullickson & Ellwein,
1985; Haynie, 1992; Stiggins & Bridgeford, 1985; wiggins, 1993).
Despite these problems, Mehrens and Lehmann (1987) point out the importance of
teacher – made tests in the classroom to evaluate attainment of specific instructional objectives.
Evaluation by teacher –made tests in schools is an important part of the educational system and a
crucial area for research (Haynie, 1990a, 1990b, 1991, 1992; Mehrens & Lehmann, 1987;
Wiggins, 1993). Most previous research has used tests involving recognition (like multiple –
choice test) or cued recall (like short answer tests).
Methods for improving long term learning, including the well – established use of testing,
should be examined for various ages of learners to properly assess their usefulness. Testing
effects may not generalize to learners beyond traditional academic settings. People not tested
regularly in school may react adversely to the use of tests as learning events, as they are likely to
be unaccustomed to taking tests, may be more anxious taking tests, or may have difficulty
accessing relevant knowledge when tests are introduced apart from initial learning. If they
underperform on these tests, they may benefit less from them due to a lack of processing that
occurs with successful retrieval (Carpenter & Delosh, 2006).
The use of testing as an educational aid in these learners, however, can still be valuable,
so it is useful to assess whether learners in pre university setting can benefit as much or at all
from testing as a learning technique. If pre university students are tested on materials and
successfully recall or recognize it, they will remember it better in the future not only for the final
exam but also for university entrance exam. So students in our experiment are taught a grammar
point of a special lesson of pre university book. Then they immediately take a test on the material
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before taking a final exam. We predict that taking tests immediately after teaching will promote
superior retention on final exam. This outcome may indicate that testing has positive effects on
long term retention.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research is to investigate the effect of immediate grammar test
(Immediate testing “refers to the commonly employed evaluation by testing which occurs at the
time of instruction or immediately thereafter) on final exam. (Dwyer, 1968, Dwyer, 1973;
Duchastel, 1981; Nungester & Duchastel, 1982; Haynie, 1990a,
1990b, 1991, inpress ). “Immediate testing “refers to the commonly employed evaluation by
testing which occurs at the time of instruction or immediately thereafter.
The multiple – choice test is a form of assessment in which respondents are asked to select the
best possible answer out of the choices from a list. Multiple choice testing is an efficient way to
assess a wide range of knowledge, skills, attitudes and abilities ( Haladyna, 1999). When done
well, it allows broad and even deep coverage of content in a relatively efficient way. Though
often maligned, and though it is true that no single format should be used exclusively for
assessment (American Educational Research Association, the American Psychological
Association, and the National Council on Measurement in Education, 1999), multiple choice
testing still remains one of the most commonly used assessment formats (Haladyna, 1999;
McDougall, 1997).
The multiple-choice test is a very flexible assessment format that can be used to measure
knowledge, skills, abilities, values, thinking skills, etc. Such a test usually consists of a number
of items that pose a question to which students must select an answer from among a number of
choices.
The present study attempted to answer the question raised about the effect of immediate
grammar test on the final exam in pre university students. The objective of the study could be
expressed in the following question:
1. Do immediate grammar tests improve the learners’ grammatical knowledge in the final
exams?
Methodology
Population and Sample
Sixty female students took part in this study. The age range of students was 17 to 18.
They were studying in academic year 2013-2014 in the fourth grade of Shahed high school in
Malayer. All participants are familiar with English language. They received their formal English
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language education two days a week, 90 minute a day at high school. None of the participants
had been in another English speaking country yet.
The participants’ mother tongue was Persian. The English language was considered to be
the students’ foreign language. This school was chosen because the researcher was the teacher of
this high school. It was expected that such choice would enable the procedures for doing this
research.
At Shahed high school, fourth grade students were divided into three fields: science,
math and literature. Two of them, science and math classes were selected to be experimental
group and control group. The reason for this choice was that science students are usually more
motivated than math students. Both groups consisted of a total number of 60 students: 31
experimental and 29 control. Additionally, they all had the same exposure to English through
formal classes in high school and secondary school. Similarly, since they came from the same
country, it was reasonable to assume that they shared a homogeneous EFL background. They
also matched each other in grade (fourth), and school (Shahed pre- university). Moreover, they
came mostly from the same neighborhood and were the same gender and age.
Design
The research employed quantitative data. The quantitative data is obtained with the help
of the pre-test and post-test results. The study integrated two variables: independent and
dependent. The independent variable of the study was the use of immediate grammar test. The
dependent variable was the improvement of pre university students’ final exam achievement
measured by pre- and post-test scores, obtained from the differences between the pre-test and
immediate test and final test scores. The independent variable is nominal; the dependent variable
was numeric. The results of the pre- and post-tests and final tests were analyzed and tabulated
with the help of the SPSS program to answer the research questions.
Instrumentation
The collection of the data was accomplished through the following instruments:
1. A pre– test of grammar points.
2. An immediate test of grammar points.
3. A Post test of grammar points.
The grammar tests targeted the following sub-skills:
(1)Conjunctions of time , reason and condition: when , as , because , since , whether ….or ; (2)
Verb + Object + Bare infinitive Expressing manner : By + Gerund (3) Reduced Adjective
Clauses and (4) Modification of Adjectives : so / such …..that enough /too.
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Fortunately, these fourth group of tests were accomplished in the pre-test and immediate test
and could be done for the final -test for administrative reasons .
Data Collection
As there was a homogeneous group of participants which were all at the same level of
proficiency, so the researcher didn’t have any problem in this field. The participants were
divided into two groups, one of them is the experimental group given an immediate grammar test
after teaching and the other group, control group, wasn’t given any immediate test after teaching.
The participants were informed of the study from the beginning. The goals and procedures of the
study were presented to them. Two groups were involved in the experiment. Both groups used
the same textbook - English for pre – university students and had English classes for the same
amount of time. In both groups the same syllabus was used. The teacher of both groups was the
researcher herself. The experiment lasted for one term (12 weeks); it started on the first day of
Mehr and finished on the last day of Azar. At the beginning of the term both groups had a pretest aiming to test their grammar proficiency level, and at the end of the term both groups were
given a final -test aiming to test their grammar achievement. The latter intended to show whether
the use of immediate assessment had had any impact on the learners’ grammar enhancement.
As mentioned above, the experimental group received the treatment – the application of
the ongoing four immediate tests, particularly in grammar learning. Thus, apart from their course
materials, the participants in the experimental group were given immediate tests (multiple choice
tests). Throughout the instructional process the teacher/ researcher monitored students' progress
and provided feedback on their strengths and weaknesses. Feedback was the key element in this
kind of assessment: this feedback allowed students to correct conceptual errors and encourages
instructors to modify instructional activities in light of their effectiveness. The comparison group
was taught the same materials with traditional book exercises and activities. These types of
activities are not provided with feedback.
Data Analysis
The statistical tests and procedures used in this study for data analysis described here.
Paired t-test was applied in order to analyze the differences between pre-test performance and
post-test performance in each group. By computing mean, SD and SEM, the researcher
compared the control and experimental groups post tests. The researcher use SPSS16 in order to
analyze the data. Then a pre-test was given to the subjects in both groups before any treatment.
Later grammatical points were taught to both groups and immediate grammar tests were given
only to the experimental group. Finally, a standard post-test was given to the subjects in both
groups to confirm or reject the Null hypothesis.
Findings
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The means, standard deviation of the two groups in the pre test and post test are presented in
table 1.
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Pre- Test and Post- Test of two groups
________________________________________________________________
Pre Test
Post Test
Group
Experimental
Control

M
14.1129
14.0000

S.D
2.20117
2.20389

M
18.1129
15.6379

SD
2.20117
2.40497

The difference between the two means in pre test is very little. So it can be concluded that
the two groups are homogeneous in terms of their grammar ability. The difference between the
two means of performance in post test is large enough to show that the difference is actually
related to the immediate grammar tests.
However, more statistical computations were done to show the differences between these
two mean scores was not statistically significant.
Table 2: Independent t- test to Show the Difference between Two Groups in Pre test and
post test
_____________________________________________________________
Test
T-Observed T-Critical
D.F
Sig.(2 – tailed)
________________________________________________________________
Pre Test
.198
1.676
58
.843
Post Test
4.162
1.676
58
0.001
____________________________________________________________________
By looking at the above table, one can find that the value of t- observed in pre test is .198
at 58 degrees of freedom which is lower than the value of t-critical at 0.05 level of significance.
Meanwhile the two –tailed significance level shows the amount of .843 which is larger than 0.05.
So, there is no statistically significant difference between the two groups in pre- test.
As table 2 shows, the value of t-observed in post test is 4.162. This amount of t at 58
degrees of freedom is much greater than the value of t- critical at 0.05 level of significance.
Meanwhile the two-tailed significance level shows the amount of .001 which is lower
than 0.05. So, there is statistically significant difference between the performance of two groups
in post –test. Therefore, it can be concluded that the difference is actually related to the
immediate grammar tests.
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The scores obtained by the students in experimental and control group were computed to
compare the pre-test with the post-test results. Next, the scores were calculated to find the
difference between the two mean scores.
The researcher used paired sample t –test to see whether there is any significant
difference between the pre- test performance and post – test performance of the experimental and
control group.

TABLE 3: Paired Sample Statistic to compare the pre-test with the post-test results in
experimental and control group.
Experimental
Group
M
Group before 14.1129
Group after
18.1129

Control
N
31
31

SD
2.20117
2.20117

M
14.0000
15.6379

N
29
29

SD
2.20389
2.40497

TABLE 4: Paired t- test to show the difference between the pre-test and post-test
performance of the experimental group and control group.
Groups
T- observed
T- critical D.F
Sig. (two tailed)
____________________________________________________________________
Experimental
-24.644
1.697
30
0.001
Control
-8.679
1.701
28
0.001
____________________________________________________________________
As table 4 shows, the very low amount of t (-24.644 shows that not only the mean scores
of experimental group are not equal in pre – test and post-test but also the difference between
these two means of performance is large enough to show that the difference is actually related to
the immediate grammar tests treatment.
Meanwhile the two – tailed significance level shows the amount of .001 which is lower
than 0.05. So there is statistically significant difference between pre-test and post test
performance in experimental group.
The low amount of t (-8.675) shows that not only the mean score of control group are not
equal in pre –test and post - test but also the amount of the mean in the post – test is large
enough.
Meanwhile the two -tailed significance level shows the amount of .001 which is lower
than 0.05. This shows that there is statistically significant difference between pre –test
performance and post-test performance in control group which is related to traditional exercises
and activities not immediate grammar tests.
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The results of the participants’ performance indicated that the scores of the participants in
both groups improved in the post test due to the effectiveness of the treatment, but the
improvement of the control group was not statistically significant.
In sum, as the results of this study showed, using immediate grammar tests can advance
the grammatical knowledge of pre university students in final exam.

Discussion
In education, tests are considered devices of assessment. Students take tests in class to
assess what they have learned. The assessment of students’ learning in the classroom (both by
teachers and by students themselves) is an integral component of the teaching-learning process.
Much of this kind of assessment is subjective, informal, immediate, on-going, and intuitive, as it
interacts with learning as it occurs, monitoring student behavior, scholastic performance, and
responsiveness to instruction. Its role is to determine students’ current level of knowledge, skill,
or understanding, to diagnose problems they may be encountering, to make decisions about the
next instructional steps to take (to revise or to move on), and to evaluate the learning that has
taken place in a lesson. As teachers gather information/data about student learning, several
categories may be included.
Obtaining the needed data in this study, the researcher ran the necessary statistical
procedures. It was proved that the experimental group given immediate grammar tests
outperformed the control group on post tests. Therefore, the null hypothesis, the immediate
grammar test has no effect on the improvement of pre- university students ’final exam
achievement was rejected. Within the constraints of this study, immediate grammar test did
promote retention learning.
The main finding of the analysis indicated a positive answer to the question of the study.
It was found that the immediate grammar tests had a positive effect on the performance of
Iranian pre-university student’s final exam. This was proved through the higher mean scores that
the experimental group obtained in the post-test. Specifically, the experimental group’s
performance was more differentiated than that of the control group in the post-test. Furthermore,
the pre-test results for both groups did not reveal any statistically significant difference between
the two groups. This means that before the application of the experiment they both had nearly
similar performance. That is to say, they had the same background knowledge.

Recommendations
This study can be replicated to find out whether the same result is taken. The research
covered a limit number of students because this research was covered with the researchers’
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students in ordinary classes. It was impossible for the researcher in a large area, conducting a
similar research with more participants is suggested. Interpretations of the findings of this study
also leads to several recommendations for further research: (a) The same research can be run
with students of the other levels such as guidance school and university to find out whether the
same results will be taken. (b) The other researchers can use more than one experimental group
in order to investigate the different result and see the effects of each strategy separately. (c) The
researcher in this study has the chance of using just the immediate grammar tests, so conducting
a similar research in the other field such as vocabulary and pronunciation is also suggested.
(d)This study was concerned with the female subjects. Conducting a similar research with male
participants is also suggested.
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